Excel bubble chart data format

Excel bubble chart size based on count. Excel bubble chart not showing all data. Excel bubble chart examples.
This tutorial provides a step-by-step example of how to create the following bubble chart with labels in Excel: Step 1: Enter the Data First, let’s enter the following data into Excel that shows various attributes for 10 different basketball players: Step 2: Create the Bubble Chart Next, highlight the cells in the range B2:D11. Then click the Insert tab
along the top ribbon and then click the Bubble Chart option within the Charts group: The following bubble chart will automatically be created: The x-axis displays the points, the y-axis displays the assists, and the size of each bubble represents the rebounds. However, it’s tough to know which bubbles represent which players because there are no
labels. Step 3: Add Labels To add labels to the bubble chart, click anywhere on the chart and then click the green plus “+” sign in the top right corner. Then click the arrow next to Data Labels and then click More Options in the dropdown menu: In the panel that appears on the right side of the screen, check the box next to Value From Cells within the
Label Options group: In the new window that appears, choose A2:A11 as the cell range that contains our labels: Then click OK and in the Format Data Labels panel on the right side of the screen, uncheck the box next to Y Value and choose Center as Label Position. The following labels will automatically be added to the bubble chart: Step 4:
Customize the Bubble Chart Lastly, feel free to click on individual elements of the chart to add a title, add axis labels, modify label font size, and remove gridlines: The final bubble chart is easy to read and we know exactly which bubbles represent which players. Additional Resources The following tutorials explain how to create other common
visualizations in Excel: How to Plot Multiple Lines in Excel How to Create Side-by-Side Boxplots in Excel How to Create an Ogive Graph in Excel In Excel, a Bubble chart is a variation of a Scatter chart and its data is pointed as bubble. And if your each series has three data as shown as below, creating a Bubble chart will be a good choice to show the
data series vividly. Create bubble chart by Bubble function – a basic bubble chart with bubbles in the same color Create bubble chart by a three-party tool -two steps to create a beautiful bubble chart Create bubble chart by Bubble function To create a bubble chart in Excel with its built-in function – Bubble, please follow the steps one by one. 1.
Enable the sheet which you want to place the bubble chart, click Insert > Scatter (X, Y) or Bubble Chart (in Excel 2010, click Insert > Other Charts) >Bubble. See screenshot: 2. Right click the inserted blank chart, and click Select Data from the context menu. See screenshot: 3. In the Select Data Source dialog, click Add button to add the data series.
4. Now in the Edit Series dialog, specify the following setting: In Series name text box, select the name cell you want; In Series X values text box, select the column data you want to place in X axis; In Series Y values text box. Select the column data you want to place in Y axis; In Series bubble size text box, select the column data you want to be shown
as bubble. 5. if you want to add label to each bubble, right click at one bubble, and click Add Data Labels > Add Data Labels or Add Data Callouts as you need. Then edit the labels as you need. If you want to create a 3-D bubble chart, after creating the basic bubble chart, click Insert > Scatter (X, Y) or Bubble Chart > 3-D Bubble. Create bubble chart
by a three-party tool If you want to quickly even 2 steps to create a beautiful and colorful bubble chart in Excel, you can try the Bubble feature in Kutools for Excel. After free installing Kutools for Excel, please do as below: 1. Enable the sheet you want to insert a bubble chart, click Kutools > Chart > Bubble. 2. In the Create bubble chart dialog,
specify the options as you need. 3. Click Ok. Now a standard and colorful bubble chart has been created. Relative Articles: Create a half pie chart Make two y axis in chart No ratings yet. Be the first to rate! Career developmentHow To Create a Bubble Chart in Excel (With Tips)By Indeed Editorial TeamPublished March 17, 2022A bubble chart allows
you to use circles to present different types of information on a graph. You may use this chart to organize important data, which may allow you to make more informed decisions. Learning how to create a bubble chart in Excel may help you present complex information visually. In this article, we explain what a bubble chart is, discuss why you might
use one and provide the steps you can take to create your own.Related: A Guide To Bubble ChartsWhat is a bubble chart in Excel?A bubble chart is a type of data visualization graph that uses circles, also known as bubbles, to represent the information that you collected. Typically, bubble charts allow you to share data about three or more variables.
On the chart, you can arrange each bubble's size, location and color to reveal further information about the circle's relationship to one another.Related: What Are Project Charts? (13 Examples and When To Use Them)When to use a bubble chart in ExcelYou may use a bubble chart when comparing numerous variables to one another. This chart allows
you to show their relationships by changing the size of the bubbles and each bubble's location on the chart. For example, you might use a bubble chart to compare several sales strategies to see which one is the most cost-effective. In this case, you might represent each strategy using a bubble, and the size of the bubble determines the amount of
profit that your workplace received from using that strategy previously. This may help sales professionals compare each strategy visually, rather than reviewing sales numbers and statistics.You may also use a bubble chart in Excel when you are handling numerous types of information that relates to one topic. For example, if you are reviewing each
employee's attendance records, sales revenue and customer growth. You may dedicate a bubble on the chart to each type of information.How to create a bubble chart in Excel using the bubble functionTypically, using the bubble function in Excel to create a bubble chart is easy for users to complete, and it provides you with options to customize each
bubble in your chart. Here are the steps you can take to create a bubble chart using the bubble function:1. Open the Excel spreadsheetTo begin, open the Excel sheet where you intend to include the bubble chart. To open a new spreadsheet, select the "File" tab, then select "New." Once you open the sheet, click the "Insert" button, which prompts a
toolbar of numerous graphics and charts to appear at the top of your screen.Related: A Guide to Bar Graphs and 6 Steps on How To Draw a Bar Graph2. Insert the bubble chartFrom the toolbar, select the "Scatter" option, which sometimes appears as a small graphic of a scatter chart. Then, select the bubble chart option from the drop-down menu.
This allows a basic bubble chart to appear on your screen.3. Add data to the graphRight-click anywhere on the bubble chart, which enables a pop-up menu to appear. Select the "Add data" option from the bottom of this menu. A new window then appears on your screen that allows you to input information in the legend, which represents the data in
the graph. You can also add information to the X and Y axis. Input the information in the correct spots, then select "Ok." By doing so, your bubble chart can have the new data displayed on the graph, which may help you add bubbles in their accurate spots.4. Add bubblesTo add bubbles on your chart, right-click on the chart and select the "Edit series"
button. This prompts a table to appear on your screen that allows you to fill information in for each bubble. To place your bubble, keep in mind that each bubble has corresponding cells that align with where want the bubble to appear on the chart. For example, you may place a bubble in cells A7-A10. Identify the corresponding cells that show where
you want to place your bubble, then input that information in the chart under "Series bubble size."5. Edit the bubble labelsYou may insert a bubble label to appear next to each circle. This may help you show the information that each bubble represents. To do so, right-click on the bubble and select the "Edit label" option. Then, create a label that
relates to each bubble and select "Ok."Related: Graphs: Definitions, Uses and How To Explain Them6. Customize the bubblesYou can customize to further explain the bubble's relationships with one another and present their information more clearly. To change the size of a bubble, go to the "Format" tab at the top of your screen and select "Size."
This brings up a bubble resizing box. Select the bubble that you want to modify, then enter the new shape height and width in the box before hitting "Enter" on your keyboard. To change a bubble's shape, go to the "Format" tab, then select "Shape styles" and select the shape you want.To change the colors of your bubbles, go to the "Page Layout" tab,
then select "Themes." This allows you to choose from various different color schemes and designs to enhance the look of your bubble chart.7. Save the chartOnce you finish editing the bubble chart, be sure to save it so that you don't lose any important information. To do so, select "File" in the top right corner, then select "Save as." This allows you to
choose a relevant file name to save the chart.Tips for creating an effective bubble chart in ExcelHere are some tips to help you create a clear and effective bubble chart in Excel:Consider using 3D bubblesExcel provides you with the option of changing your 2D bubbles to 3D. You might consider doing so to add visual appeal to your chart or to get the
attention of your colleagues or clients to whom you may present the chart. To change your bubbles into 3D, click the "Insert" button, then select the scatter chart graphic. From the dorp-down menu, select the "3D bubble" option. This turns each 2D bubble on your chart into a 3D bubble.Communicate with your networkConsider asking members of
your network about their familiarity with bubble charts. They may provide you with useful tips or helpful advice to create a well-organized chart. They may also have advice for including industry-related data in your chart. For example, if you're a financial professional, other professionals in your network may have advice for including large numbers
or decimals in your chart.Ask for feedbackBubble charts may require a high amount of organization to present the information in a clear format. Consider asking for feedback on your bubble chart to understand necessary modifications that may help the information be easier to understand. Consider asking a colleague to check your chart and provide
helpful feedback.Please note that none of the companies mentioned in this article are affiliated with Indeed.
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